LAKE MICHIGAN CATHOLIC SCHOOLS FACULTY
WISH LIST CHRISTMAS 2015
Lake Michigan Catholic Schools provide a benefit to our students that they can’t
receive anywhere else- prayer and the Lord are a part of their school day. Standardized
test results show that our students are among the top in the area because we provide the
very best education-Mind, Body and Soul.
While we are able to provide our staff and students with most of what they need to be
successful, there are a few items that our teachers and staff are wishing for during this
Christmas season. These are extras that teachers and staff feel would enhance their
classrooms and school programs.
If you are interested in helping fulfill a wish, please call the elementary school and
ask to speak to Mrs. Chris Glendening about the teacher or staff regarding their request.
The phone number for the school is 429-0227 or 269-757-4391.
 Ms. Deb Schmid is the Guidance Director. She is wishing for the following items to
promote SADD (Student Against Destructive Decisions) Chapter, 10 “Positive
Character Trait” posters, 8 “Drug Education” Poster Series, 1 Celebrate Red Ribbon
Week-Not Just for a Week but for a Life kit, mini sport ball assortment all for $360
and SAT standardized testing study guides for $190.
Ms. Deb Schmid has received her wishes.
Thank you Jack Harrington for the SAT standardizing testing study guides and
anonymous donor for the SADD program materials.
 Mrs. Carolyn Simmons teaches high school English, College English, Yearbook and
College Public Speaking. She is wishing for Sony DSC-QX10 megapixel attachable lens
camera for $260.
Mrs. Carolyn Simmons has received her wish.
Thank you Tony & Jackie Monte for the lens camera.
 Mrs. Karen Lage teaches second grade. She is wishing for classroom set of literacy
board games for $99, classroom set of reading comprehension skills board game set
for $99, Dino Math Tracks board game for $18 and a Money Bags math game for $16.
Mrs. Karen Lage has received her wishes.
Thank you Earl and Claudette Becher for the classroom set of reading comprehension
skills board game set, Brandon and Ashley Franklin for the Dino and Money Bags
Games and Mary McQuillan for the classroom set of literacy board games.

 Mrs. Kris Cutter teaches Preschool. She is wishing for Grocery Store/Lemonade
Stand for $115, New Sprouts stack of baskets for $25, Farmers Market color sorting
set for $30, Fresh Picked fruit and veggie tote for $20 and Count a Penguin counting
kit for $45.
Mrs. Kris Cutter has received her wishes.
Thank you John & Sara Horvath for the Count a Penguin counting kit and Clayton &
Shirley Wiker for the Grocery Store/Lemonade Stand, New Sprout baskets, sorting
set and the veggie tote.
 Mrs. Lorie Loebach teaches Transitional Kindergarten is wishing for TENDO dough
for $35, Lower and Upper Tall Stacker pegboards for $85, Number Construction set
for $25, Number Sequence puzzles for $32, Sensory Shapes for $20, Fun Fidgets for $15,
Twistable Tangles for $30, Our Bendable Families set for 14 for $40, Professional dolls
for $25, Hexie Snaps for $40, Building Wheels for $35 and Building Brilliance for $55.
Mrs. Lorie Loebach has received some of her wishes.
Thank you Jeremy and Jennifer Whitlock for Building Wheels and an anonymous
donor for Sensory Shapes and Hexie-Snaps.
 Mrs. Pam Bodley teaches third grade. She is wishing for electric pencil sharpener
for $35, Pencil sharpener for counter for $20 and Dry Erase white boards for $55.
Mrs. Pam Bodley has received her wishes.
Thank you Mr. Frank Buesing for both of the pencil sharpeners and Emma Ugalde
for the white boards.
 Mrs. Nina Binger teaches fourth grade. She is wishing for Super Strong magnets for
$15, magnet hooks for $15 and EZ Read Color Coded magnetic letters and storage case
for $86.
Mrs. Nina Binger has received her wishes.
Thank you Larry & Chris Glendening for EZ Read Color Coded magnetic letters and
storage case and Maddie Ugalde for the magnets.
 Mrs. Jamie Hannapel teaches Preschool. She is wishing for 4 piece set, hutch, stove,
sink and fridge for $820, Angeles school age divided shelf for $190. Grocery
Store/Lemonade Stand for $115 and Angeles divided shelf storage for $170.
Mrs. Jamie Hannapel has some of her receive a wishes.
Thank you John and Sara Horvath for the Grocery Store/Lemonade stand and
Clayton & Shirley Wiker for the Angeles divided shelf storage.

 Mrs. Nicole Mills teaches kindergarten. She is wishing for Gift Cards to Scholastic
Books to purchase seasonal books on CD, seasonal school stickers, Discovery Disc for
$28, Spiral Gel Maze for $35, Sensory Gel Maze for $32, Therapy Tangle for $15 and
ABC Touch and Feel letters for $20.
Mrs. Nicole Mills has received some of her wishes.
Thank you Aaron and Kerrie Miller for Discovery Disc, Spiral Gel Maze, Therapy
Tangle and ABC Touch and Feel letters.
 Mrs. Liz Miller teaches kindergarten. She is wishing for Gift Cards to Scholastic
Books to purchase seasonal books on CD, seasonal school stickers and royal blue Cozy
Shades to soften the light in the classroom for $160.
Mrs. Liz Miller has received some of her wishes.
Thank you John and Sara Horvath for a $100 Scholastic Books gift card and
Barb Szczepanski for the Cozy Shades.
Mrs. Lindsey Goshgarian teaches fifth grade. She is wishing for 25 copies of Wonder for
$225 and 25 copies of The Same Stuff as Stars for $180.
Mrs. Lindsey Goshgarian has received her wishes.
Thank you Rolfe Jenkins for 25 copies of Wonder and an anonymous donor for 25
copies of The Same Stuff as Stars.
 Mrs. Jennifer Schrauben teaches Preschool. She is wishing for multipurpose bench
for $90, Sensory Fidget Toys for $75, Wooden Attribute Puzzle collection for $60,
Tweezer Tongs sorting game for $28 and set of 6 paint smocks for $45.
Mrs. Jennifer Schrauben has received a wish.
Thank you Larry and Christina Lopez for the Sensory Fidget Toys.
 Mrs. Nicole Rimes teaches middle and high school Art. She is wishing for Brother
Color printer (HL-L8350CDW) for $200.
Mrs. Nicole Rimes has received her wish.
Thank you John and Leah Monte for the color printer.
 Mrs. Laurie Marszalec teaches fourth grade. She is wishing for EZ Read Color Coded
magnetic letters and storage case for $86, group color student name star magnets for
$15, Write Again magnetic dry erase board package for $145 and 10 drawer rolling
organizer for $90.
Mrs. Laurie Marszalec has received some of her wishes.
Thank you to an anonymous donor for the 10 drawer rolling organizer and Steve
and Karen Lage for the student name star magnets.

 Mrs. Zoraya Cunat teaches middle and high school Spanish. She is wishing for books
for a Spanish Library in the classroom by skill levels (any donations are welcome),
costumes and Make Your Own Sugar Skulls kit for $45.
Mrs. Zoraya Cunat has received some of her wishes.
Thank you Steve, Stacey and Tanner Nutting for the Make Your Own Sugar Skull Kit
and Clayton & Shirley Wiker for $160 to the Spanish Library.
 The High School Math Department is wishing for a person or family to sponsor the
Math Student of the Year Award on a yearly basis. We can name the award after
the donor. Cost for this yearly award would be $600 which entails a glass trophy.
 Mrs. Linda Schemenauer teaches 8th grade Algebra, Algebra II, Statistics and
Geometry. She is wishing 2 power house heavy duty pencil sharpeners at $50 each,
pack of 36 metal protractors for $20 and neon expo dry erase markers for $15.
Mrs. Linda Schemenauer has received her wishes.
Thank you Steve, Stacey and Tanner Nutting for 36 protractors, Tim and Pat Foley
for the 2 pencil sharpeners and anonymous donor for the neon dry erase markers.
 Mrs. Mary Jo Jager teaches 6th grade Math. She is wishing for manual pencil
sharpener for $20, classroom set of 24 double-sided student white boards for $165.
Mrs. Mary Jo Jager has received her wishes.
Thank you Tim and Pat Foley for the pencil sharpener and Barb Szczepanski for the
white boards.
 Mrs. Jennifer Whitlock teaches middle school English. She is wishing electric pencil
sharpener for $35 and gift certificates to Barnes & Noble for non-fiction books.
Mrs. Jennifer Whitlock has received some of her wishes.
Thank you to an anonymous donor for the electric pencil sharpener and $50 Barnes
& Noble Gift Card, John and Leah Monte for a $200 Barnes & Noble Gift Card and
Barb Szczepanski for $115 Barnes & Noble Gift Card.
 Mrs. Tracy Glotzbach teaches Preschool. She is wishing for Set of 3 Snapping Turtles
for $45, 2 sets of height adjustable swing chain hardware for outside swings for $45
each and play phones and play baby bottles.
Mrs. Tracy Glotzbach has received some of her wishes.
Thank you to Sean, Liz and Sophia Miller for the baby bottles and 3 Snapping Turtles
and an anonymous donor for 2 sets of height adjustable swing chain hardware.

 Mrs. Sue Zilke is in charge of After School Care. She is wishing for Hoot Owl Hoot!
Board game for $16, Pizza mania math game for $22, Rocket Ship tent for $32,
Imaginext Super Friends Batcave for $55, Imaginext Super Friends set of heroes for
$28, Play-Doh Pizza party for $10, Pretend & Play cash register for $30, Campout
play set for $35, Train table for $150 Train table roll out storage bin for $45, Gift
cards for any amount for Michaels and United Arts and Education.
Mrs. Sue Zilke has received a wish.
Thank you John and Sara Horvath for Imaginext Batcave and SuperFriends set of
heroes.
 Mrs. Stephanie Tan teaches elementary music. She is wishing for 4 sets of Soprano
Glockenspiels with 25 chromatic metal bars for $40 each.
Mrs. Stephanie Tan has received her wish.
Thank you Tony & Jackie Monte for the 4 Glockenspiels.
 Mrs. Bethany Ergican teaches elementary and 6th grade Spanish. She is wishing for
a variety of Spanish books for $60, Teacher’s Discover posters for $50, Make Your
Own Sugar Skull set for $45 and good collections of clothes for the students in a
variety of colors, the funnier or crazier the clothes, the more fun the kids have.
Mrs. Bethany Ergican has received some of her wishes.
Thank you David and Lindsey Goshgarian for Teacher’s Discovery posters and Barb
Szczepanski for the Spanish books.
 Mrs. Kim LaSata teaches fifth grade. She is wishing for 40 books of The Well for $250
and a locking storage cabinet for $150.
Mr. Kim LaSata has received her wishes.
Thank you Roger and Patty Swierbut for the 40 books of The Well and the locking
storage cabinet.

 Mrs. Pat Faris teaches first grade. She is wishing for 5 Sterilite 3 drawer wide cart at
$20 each.
Mrs. Pat Faris has received her wish.
Thank you to an anonymous donor for the 3 drawer carts.
 Mr. David Cleveland teaches middle school Physical Education. He is wishing for a
Manta Ray shoulder squat pad for weightlifting for $25, 80 pound dumbbell for $90,
2 85 pound dumbbells for $95 each and 100 red shop towels for $25.
Mr. David Cleveland has received his wishes.
Thank you Pat & Julie Kessler for all of his wishes.

 Mr. Mark Howkins teaches Economics, World History and US History. He is
wishing for electric stapler for $35 and Neat Receipt Mobile Document Scanner for
$175.
Mr. Mark Howkins has received his wishes.
Thank you Steve, Stacey and Tanner Nutting for an electric stapler and Tim and
Pat Foley for the document scanner.
 Mrs. Ann Kangas is the Middle/High School cafeteria supervisor. She is wishing for
3 utility carts for $90 each and 3 step handled step stool for $50.
Mrs. Ann Kangas has received her wishes.
Thank you to an anonymous donor for the 3 utility carts and step stool.
 Mrs. Laura Jasper-Stump teaches high school Biology, College Biology and
Psychology. She is wishing for Pet Smart Gift Cards to feed the snake and to
maintain the fish tank and donations for the Water Bottle Filling Stations for the
middle and high school. Each is $800 and is a way of bringing fresh, clean water to
students to cut down on disposable water bottles.
Mrs. Laura Jasper-Stump has received some of her wishes.
Thank you to Clayton and Shirley Wiker for $400 donation to the Water Bottle
Filling Stations and an anonymous donor for the Water Bottle Filling station.
 Business Office is wishing for a Postal Scale for $50.
The Business Office has received their wish.
Thank you Mr. Frank Buesing for the postal scale.
 Mrs. Kathleen Smart is the guidance and social worker. She is wishing for assorted
books and supplies for the guidance department for $85.
Mrs. Kathleen Smart has received her wish.
Thank you to Sally Turner for the assorted books and supplies for the guidance
department.
 Mr. Dan Gatchell and Mr. Joe Martin are from the maintenance department. They
are wishing for Global Flammable Cabinet for flammable items to be stored in at the
elementary according to OHSA and insurance regulations for $450.
Mr. Joe Martin has received his wish.
Thank you to an anonymous donor for the Global Flammable Cabinet.

 Mrs. Kris Nuter teaches 7th grade Math, Chemistry and College Chemistry. She is
wishing for chemistry game “What’s My Element” for $35 and chemistry lab kit
“Testing Toothpaste,” for $110.
Mr. Kris Nuter has received her wishes.
Thank you Steve, Stacey and Tanner Nutting for the chemistry game and Tim and
Pat Foley for the chemistry lab kit.
 Mr. Frank Deja teaches second grade. He is wishing for Rubbermaid commercial
utility cart for $150.
Mr. Frank Deja has received his wish.
Thank you John and Sara Horvath for the commercial cart.
 Mrs. Jody Maher is wishing for 4’ by 6’ foot durable American Flags for the outside
flag pole at the elementary.
Mrs. Jody Maher has received her wishes.
Thank you Mr. Buesing, Ted Theisen and Troop 624 and Dr. & Mrs. Allen Zencka
for the American Flags.
 Mr. Berlin is seeking sponsors to assist families in their efforts to provide a Catholic
faith based education for their children. Our schools serve an important role for the
future of our Church and your help will assist us in fulfilling this mission. For more
information call Mr. John Berlin at 983-2511, ext. 34.

On behalf of the faculty, thank you and may you receive
God’s Blessings during this holiday season!

